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Executive

Summary

Fusion cncrgy should bc a long-term vital part of the US National Energy Strategy.
Fusion may bc the safest and most &ironmcnta!ly
acccptablc souruc for meeting future base-load
clcctricity nc&.
Fusion fuel supply is widely available and essentially inexhaustible.
Good progress has been made in fusion IIXXXU& towards an energy producing system.
Plasma science advances have improved plasma control and confinement (concept improvcmcnt), e.g.:
Plasma pressure limits are well understood; modified configurations of magnetic field are extending
these pressure limits.
Non-inductive methods for driving current in the plasma have been developed; agreement between
lhwretical and experimental efficiency give confidence in extrapolated performance.
Self-eontrolling properties of magnetoplasmas have been discovered; this allows larger currents to
heat the plasma and may eliminate the need for external heating in some magnetic field
configurations.
Advances in fusion technology have been made in superconducting magnets, particle beams and tadiofrequency energy for plasma heating, control of plasma-wall interactions, tritium processing, development
of low-activation radiation-damage resistant materials, etc.
More than a ten-thousand fold improvement of power gain (fusion power output relative to power input to
plasma) has been achieved in the past 15 years Experiments (‘IFTR and JET) have operated at ncarbreakeven conditions that would have produced about 10 MW of fusion power if tritium had been used
A short-pulse burning plasma experiment (Crr) is being designed to study the physics and operational
behavior of largely self-heated plasmas producing 100 - 500 megawatts of fusion power.
The International lkrrnonuclcar Experimental Reactor (TIER) concept& design will be complete by the
end of 1990. Designed to produce about 1000 megawatts of fusion power, TIER would test long-pulse
(over 200 seconds and ultimately steady-state) burning plasmas and deveIop the technologies required to
handle the heat and utilize the neutrons from fusion reactions to breed’tiitium.
Goal:
stlateg)?

The goal of the US fusion program
fusion is a practical,
safe, reliable,

is to demonstrate
early in the 21st century that
and environmentally
attractive
energy source.

1. Develop plasma-confimement-concept improvements, plasma technologies, and materials needed for
practical fusion applications in a core program of science and technology.
2.

Construct a burning pIasma experiment (CTI) in the US to provide physics information and
operating experience for an engineering test reactor, and contriiute to the design of a fusion power
demonstration facility.

3. Participate in an international engineering test reactor (TIER) to aquite experience with long-pulse
burning plasmas and nuclear technologies needed to design a fusion power demonstration facility.
4.

Construct a fusion power demonstration facility (JIBMO) in the US, which would produce net
electric power and provide a basis for fusion cotnmerciabxation.

‘Ibis strategy was selected to reduce US cost by use of welkstablisbed internationa collaboration, while retaining
for the US the benefits of technological spin-offs and ultimately tbe commercialization of fusion. To realize these
benefits, a strong national program must be maintained with increased involvement of US industry.
Budget and Schedule
The total integrated cost of the US program kom its beginning to the operation of a demonstration reactor
would be about $36 billion (in 1990 dollars) according to estimates by ERDA in 1976. By comparison
$29 billion is estimated here, assuming a more focused plan that relics more heavily on international
collaboration. Since about $11 billion (1990 dollars) have been spent by the US through fiscal year 1990,
the majority of the investment ($18 billion) remains to be made to meet the goal of fusion power.
- - --._ To meet a nominal 2020 operational date for a fusion power demonstration facility, the annual budgets
need to be increased to about $600 million per year by the mid-199% and remain at that level (in 1990
dollars) until construction of the DEMO starts.

include extending the power-producing capabilities to longer pulses or steady state, breeding of
tritium at adequate rates,and efficiently converting the fusion power into electric power.
D. Advantages of Fusion
The fuel supply for fusion is essentially inexhaustible. Deuterium, one of the basic fusion fuels, is
abundant in natural water and is easily extracted. The other component of the “standard” fuel
mixture, tritium, does not occur naturally, but it can be produced in the fusion reactor by absorbing
the neutrons produced by the fusion reaction in lithium. Abundant domestic supplies of lithium are
available.
Compared to fossil and fission, fusion offers the prospect of reduced environmental and safety
hazards . ‘Ihe byproducts of the fusion process am helium-4, helium-3, hitium, and energetic 3
neutrons. Tritium is radioactive and, therefore, requires special handling, but it is one of the least
hazardous forms of radioactivity. Since tritium is a fuel, it is returned to the reactor to be “burned.
Helium is the only by-product that is not retained, and it is both useful and benign
While fusion relies on a nuclear process, there is no possibility of a nuclear “runaway” accident. The
power plant will require shielding to protect power-plant workers from the energetic fusion neutrons.
The neutrons will also induce radioactivity within the fusion reactor structum. leading to alter-heat
and the need for waste storage. However, the biological hazard from the activated materials would be
much smaller than that associatedwith a fission reactor of comparable output power, and storage
’
requirements would be less stringent. In addition, proper choice of materials and configurations
allows the after-heat to be handled passively. With the use of specially developed Iow-activation
materials, the activation can he reduced to even lower levels.2
“Advanced” fuels offer potential advantages over the “standard” fuel. None of the advanced fuels
require the breeding of tritium. Using pure deuterium as a fuel, for example, simplifies the fiel
supply and handling procedures. In addition, the deuterium-helium-3 fuel would significantly reduce
the neutron-induced activation and damage. Utiortunately, helium-3 is found, naturally in abundance
only on the moon. Demonstrating fusion using the standard deuterium-titium fuel is still the
appropriate first goal becauseachieving the plasma temperatum and confinement needed for any
advanced fuel is more difficult
In summary, deuterium-tritium-fueled fusion offers advantages over existing energy technologies in
the areas of fuel supply and environmental and safety features. Further improvements in contining
plasmas could eventually lead to additional advantages offered by advanced fuels.
E. Progress in Fusion
The initial optimism about fusion in the 1950s was replaced in the early 1960s by serious doubts that
net energy could ever be achieved with magnetic confinement. ‘Ihe mechanisms by which heat
escapesfrom the plasma acrossthe magnetic field were much more numerous and complex than
originally anticipated. The successin the Soviet Union with the tokamak concept in 1967 tekindled
hope, but studiesof future reactors initiated in the early 1970s pointed out the enormous advances
that would still be required in science and technology to demonstrate a fusion power source.
The continued successwith the tokamalc and the oil crisii were major factors in the fusion funding
increase that began in 1974. This increase enabled the construction of several important facilities that
have resulted in dramatic advances over the past 15 years, as shown in Fig. 1.
In 1976, the US Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)3 published a plan to
develop fusion. It was estimated at that time that the total cost to progress to demonstration-reactor
operation would be, depending on the funding pace, about $36 biion (FY 1990 dollars) including
the $3 biion that had been spent through 1976. However, the plan was not funded. Instead of
increasing to even the lowest-budget case assumedin the 1976 plan, in which the demonstration
reactor was to operate in 2005, the funding has dropped to less than half of the FY 1977 1eveL Since
the beginning of the fusion program, about $11 billion total (ii FY 1990 do&us) will have been
expended at the end of fiscal year 1990, less than a third of what was projected to be needed to
demonstrate fusion pow-er._
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A Plan for the Development of
Magnetic Fusion Energy
I.

MAGNEI-IC FUSION AND NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY

Need for Alternative Sources
Meeting near-termworld energyneedswill yuire improvementsin energyefficiency and
conservation However, even assumingsuch Improvements,conservativeestimatesof world
population andenergydemandgrowth show the world will soonneednew andreplacementcentralstation power plantsand increasingamountsof fuel for the transportationsector. Fusionenergy is
one of only a few potent% largesounxs of energy availableto mankindto meetfutureneeds. It may
be the central-stationpower sourcecapableof meeting theseneedsin the mostenvironmentally :
acceptablemanner.
A.

The role of fusion in nationalenergypolicy was reviewed recentlyby a committeeestablishedby the
National ResearchCouncil. ln theii report,they state,“The committeeconcludesthat a prudentlongterm energystrategyfor the United Statesrequiresthat alternativeelectricenergysupply technoIogies
be researched,developedanddemonstrated.A diversified arrayof alternativesis neededas insurance
againstthe vulnerability of existing alternatives,such as coal andnuclearfission”1
Thus, fusion shouldbe seenas.a compIementa.typart of an energypolicy thatrecognizesthe
impending growth in energydemandandthe envlmnmental consequences
associatedwith fossil
fuels, cost andsupply dificulties with oil, public acceptanceproblemswith today’snuclearpower,
and geographicallimitations inherentin large-scalesolarenergypmduction.
B. Fusion Power Applications
The main applicationforeseenfor fusion energy is the productionof baseload ekctricity. Fusion can
also be usedin fuel factoriesfor the productionof fissile fuel in supportof the long-termfission
energy supply system. Thus,fusion hasa role as an energysourcemdepen&nt of the scaleof the
fission supply system. In addition,fusion can contriiute to the generationof hydrogenandother
synfbels.
C. Technical Features and Requirements for Magnetic Fusion
The fusion processcombinesthe nuclei of light atoms(e.g.hydmgenor helium), which produces
heaviernuclei andreleasesenergy. For this processto pmceed at usefulrates,the fuel must be
heated to about 100million degrees.At thesetem@atures, the eIectmnsam strippedfrom the atoms;
the resultinggasof fke electronsandnuclei, called a plasma, can be cont.mkd us1IIgmagneticfields.
The sun andstarsaxepoweredby this fusion process. In theselarge bodies,gravity confines the hot
plasmaand allows the fusion processto be sustainecLIn magneticfusion,magneticfields areused to
confine the plasmaand to provideinsulation between the hot plasma and the walls of the sunwnding
vesseL To allow net power generation,the magnetic fields must provideadequateinsulation to
ensurethat the fusionprocessheatsthe plasmafasterthanthe heatcanescape,
The fuel that combinesor fusesmost readily is a SO-50mixture of two isotopesof hydrogencalled
deuteriumandtritiun~ This “standard”fuel mixture requiresless insulationby themagneticfield and
lower plasmatemperaturesthanotherpossible“advanced”fuels suchaspuredeuteriumor a mlxtum
of deuteriumandhelium-3.
While reactor-leveltempemtufesandenergyconfinementhavebeenachievedseparately,progress
towards simultaneouslyachievingthe neededconditions for net power continuesto dependon both
improved scientific understandingandtechnoIogicaldevelopment Scientific andtechnological
expertise is essential to designandoperatesystemsthat can producetheappropriatemagnetic fields,
heat andfuel the plasma,handlethe heatload on the vesselwalls, etc.
In addition to demonstratingthat a magneticallyconfined plasmacanproducenetfusion power, other
. developmentswill be requiredto demonstratea practical fusionpower source.Thesedevelopments
IF-_-_.
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Fig. 1. Comparisonof progressin equivalent-fusion-powergain4 with theUS
magnetic fusion budgetprofile estimatedin 1990dollars. ‘I%eprogressiq the 1980s
was madepossibleby the investmentin new facilities madeduring the peakfunding
years.
The technicalprops has beenremarkableduringthe past 15 years This progresshaslargely been
achievedin facilihes that were initiated over a decadeago,beforethe fundingbeganto drop. For
example, in 1988,the TFlR experiment at Princetonproducedan equivalentfusionpowergain of
about05. This meansthat if a SO-SOdeuterium-tritiummixtuxe had heenusedinsteadof pure
deuterium,the fusion power producedby theplasmawould havebeenhalf of the powerusedto heat
the plasma. More recently,the JET experimentin Europeachievedan equivalentfusionpowergain
of about 0.8. As shown in Fig. 1, this power gainhasbeen increased by a factorof more than
10,000sincethat ERDA planning documentandcostestimateswere madefourteenyearsago. Using
deuteriumfuel, TFIR and JET experimentshaveproducedup to 50 kilowatts of fusionpower. JET
hasproduced100kilowatts using deuteriumandhelium-3. If the deuterium-tritiummixturewere
usedinstead,theseexperimentswould producetensof megawattsof fusion power.
Technological advanceshavebeenessentialto theprogressof fusion. As a specificexample,r&w
plasma-heatingand fueling technologiesenabledTFlX to achievea 300million degreespeakplasma
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temperature, an entirely acceptabletemperature for a power plant. More generally, advances in fusion
technology have been made in superconducting magnets,particle beams and rfcnergy for plasma
heating, control of plasma-wall interactions, tritium processing.development of low-activation
radiationdamage-resistant materials, erc.
Along with the advancesin technologies and plasma performance scientific understanding has
improved through an iterative process invoIving theory, computations, and experimental data. This
understanding is important in advancing plasma conditions toward those of a practical power source.
For example, a large pIasma pressure is desirable to maximize the fusion power for a given strength
of magnetic field. Progress in theory now allows pressure limits to be predicted quantitatively, and
modified configurations of magnetic field (stellarators and variations of the tokamak geometry) have
I
been studied and have shown increased plasma pressure.
Another scientific successis the development of methods for driving currents in the plasma that do
not depend on magnetic induction. The inductive technique, used to drive currents in tokamaks and
revetsed field pinches (stellarators do not require driven currents), cannot be extended to steady state
as de&ted in a reactor. Both neutral beams and radio-frequency power have been used to provide
non-inductive current drive in tokamaks, and the data are in good agreement with the theoretically
predicted efficiencies. The understanding of these current drive processesallows the prediction of
pcx-formancein other devices.
A third example of progress in plasma science is the discovery that some magnetic configurations
have inttinsic self-controlliig properties that permit large current in the plasma for a given confining
magnetic field. Heating by the current may be adequateto produce fusion temperatures without the
need for external heating. These self-controlling properties may also allow more efficient noninductive techniquesfor driving currents. This motivates prehminaty studies on both reversed-field
pinches and tokamaks.
These are only three examples of scientific progress, but they iilustrate that studying variations of the
basic tomidal magnetic field configuration, e.g., tokamaks, stelkuator, and reversed field pinches,
yields new understanding that is mutually beneficiat This diversity enhancesprogress in the fusion
program and is important in achieving the goal of a praeticaI power source.
F. Assessment of the Current Status of Fusion
Based on this scientific and technical progress, a burning plasma experiment (CIT) is being designed
to produce over 100 megawatts of fusion power (for a few seconds) from a largely self-heated
plasma. The improvements required to progress beyond this experiment to a practical power system
include the ability to sustainthe self-heated plasma, to extract tbe beat from the plasma while
controlling plasma impurities and n&inking vessel damage,to breed tritium, and to do it with a
reliable costeffective design that encourages public and utility acceptance. The issues of economics,
safety, and environmental impact are not just engineering questions; scientific understandii and
improved approachesto plasma confinement can significantly improve tbe fusion product.
Therefore, integrated pxogressin science, engineering, and materials is needed in order to achieve the
goal of practical fusion power.
In summary, excellent progress has been made with the funds that have been provided, and tire
prospects for a practical fusion power source are more soundly based than ever before. However,
continued progress is hampered because construction funds were not invested in starting new major5
facilities over the past decade,as indicated in Fig. 1. New facilities are neededto capitalize on past
progress and enter into the burning-plasma6 regime, the plasma physics regime required in a fusion
reactor.
G. Cost of Development
The total cost estimatedfor the plan pnzsentedin Section III of this document (about $29 biion) is
less than the 1976 estimate,becausethe present plan is more focused and relies much more on
international collaboration. However, even with this lower-cost plan, a majority of the investment
(about $18 biion) remains.to be made.
_
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The capital investment required for new power-plant construction in the US alone during the first half
of the 21st century is about $4 trillion7 The total cost pm’ected for fusion development is less than
1% of this figure and represents an important investment t!or the future. Government funding is
appropriate, at least to the power demonstration facility stage, because industry cannot provide the
capital investment necessary for the long-term development of fusion.
H. National Policy
Fusion has long been recognized as a major energy candidate for the future. At the 1985 Geneva
Summit Meeting, President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev “emphasized the potential of
the work aimed at utilizing controlled thermonuclear fusion for peaceful purposes and, in this
connection, advocated the widest practical development of international cooperation in obtaining &is
source of energy, which is essentially inexhaustible, for the benefit of mankind.” The policy has
been reconfirmed at subsequent summit meetings, and has resulted in the establishment of ajoint,
multi-national effort, under the auspicesof the IAEA, to design the world’s first fusion engineering
test reactor. ‘Ihe conceptual design activity for this International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) was committed to in early 1988 and is beii carried out by the USSR, Japan, the European
Community, and the US. This activity will be completed at the end of 1990. The next step is the
engineering design. To maintain continuity a decision by the US and other parties to commit to the
engineering design phase must be made soon. Assuming successin the engineering design activity,
the mid-1990s wilI be appropriate for deciding whether or not to commit to construct ITER.
If lTER operates soon after the turn of the century, and ifthe US participates in ITER as a
complement to a strengthened national fusion scienceand technology program, a fusion power
demonstration pIant can be operational in the US in the first quarter of the next century.
Considering fusions potential and the demonstrated progress, fusion should be a vital element in the
National Energy Strategy. A long-term commitment is needed in light of the estimated timescale and
cost. In the near term, the magnetic fusion program, with its sophisticated scientific and
technological activities, will continue to foster technical education and technological spin offs that
benefit this nation.
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II.

GoALANDs7luTEGY

.

The goal of the US fusion program is to demonstrate early in the 21st century that
fusion is a practical, safe, reliable, and environmentally attractive energy source.
Stmng nationalcommitment andmanagementwill bc requiredto accomplishthis goal. The strategy
(seePig. 2) hasthe following clcments:
1.

Developplasma-confincment-con~ptimprovements,plasmatechnologies,and materials
neededfor practicalfusion applicationsin a coreprogramof scienceand technology.

2.

Constructa burningplasma6experiment (err) in the US to xovidephysics information
andoperatingexperiencefor an engineeringtestreactor.ant contribuk to the designfor
a fusion power demonstrationfacility.
Participatein an internationalengineeringtestreactor(TIER) to acquireexperiencewith
long-pulseburningplasmasand nucleartechnologiesneededto design a fusion power
demonstrationfacility.
Constructa fusion power demonstrationfacility (DEMO) in the US, which will produce
net electric power andprovide a basisfor fusion commercialization.

3.
4.

Theseelementsaddressthe essentialissuesrequiredto achievethe goal, but they are not unique. ‘lbe
details of the strategy,suchasthe sequenceof facilities leadingto the DEMO, location, schedules,
andfunding profiles could be changed.This particularstrategyhasbeensekcted to reducethe total
US programcostsby utilizing internationalcoI.Iaboration,while retainingappropriatebenefits for the
us.
2ow
2010
zo20
1990

CoRE
spPrCE
TECHNOLOGY

DEhlONSTRAllON
POWER FACIUTY
(DEW

IttTERNATlONAL
ENGINEERING
-;=Y-

BURNING

PLASMA

PHYsT%m’Mm

Rg. 2 Major elementsof the programstrategy.
This strategybuilds on the major, wel&estabLishedinternationalcollaborationsbetweenthe US and
Japan,the Soviet Union, andthe EuropeanCommunity. To date,thesecollaborationshave yielded
numerousexamplesof mutual benefit, including joint planningandtask sharing,joint WnQrt.tctiOn
and operationof facilities. expansionand confirmation of databases,andflow of ideasand
techniques.Thesebenefitsenhancethe progressin fusion per dollar investedby the US.
- - - _-____
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To be a strong partner in international col.Iaborations and to benefit from the results of the msearch,
the US must maintain a strong domestic program. Integrated involvement by US industry, national
Iaboratorics, and universities is needed to ensure the US has the trained people and industrial
capability in place for the ultimate purpose of commercializiig fusion power. Particularly important
is a stronger involvement by US industry. The declining budgets over the past decade and the
absence of any new construction of major facilities has all but eliminated industry from the US fusion
program. In contrast, the Japanese and European programs have stronger industrial involvement.
The burning plasma experiment, appropriately funded and managed, will begin the process of
attracting industry back to the fusion program. Industrial involvement during the ITER collaboration
will further the process and provide an opportunity for US industries to become competitive with ’
those in Europe and Japan. Since the mission of the DEMO will be to prepare for commercialization,
its successwill hinge upon leadership and expertise in US industry. The proposed strategy promotes
the orderly transfer of fusion technology from national laboratories and universities into an industrial
setting. This is essential both for the US to commercialize fusion power and to take advantage of the
technological spin-offs that result from fusion research

A. Core Program

The multifaceted core program addressesseveral issuesthat are essential for the development of
fusion. These include the development of low-activation materials, the development of reliable
plasma heating, fueling and impurity control technologies that are capable of steady-stateoperation.
and the development of a variety of improvements in the contml and confinement of the plasma.
These improvements include the simultaneousachievementof increasedplasma power density,
reduced plasma transport, disruption control, and plasma sustainment (e.g. efficient non-inductive
current drive). This collection of improvements will be refed to as “confinement-concept
improvement” or in abbreviated form “concept improvemet&” in this document,
Low-activation materials, plasma technologies, and confInementconcept improvements am being
developed on a variety of existing facilities in the world program. A few facilities now under
construction will allow continued progress in some amas. However, three new larger facilities am
needed over the next decade to develop data that will be helpful to the imemational engineering test
reactor and essentialfor the DEMO. These facilities, in order of their anticipated start dates,axe:
1. A 14-MeV neutron source to develop radiation-resistant low-activation materials.
2. A steady-state(or long-pulse high-duty-factor) non-burning-plasma facility to makean

integratedtest of technologiesandassociatedphysicsin a tokamalcwith advanced

3.

features, including efficient current drive and impurity contmL
A confinement-concept-improvement facility to make an integrated test of the most
promising magnetic field cotiguration and all re@red technologies at reactor-level
perfOX-l%UKX.

As indicated in Pig. 3, these facilities will be constructed within an essentially flat core-program
budget as existing facilities and activities provide the required data and complete their missions. The
materials development made possible by the neutron source will contriiute to an engineering test
reactor, and will give necessary data for the DEMO mission of demonstrating the durability and lowactivation features essential for pmcticality and environmental attxactivetless
The steady-state(or long-pulse) facility will test the physics and technology needed to achieve
sustained, highquality plasma performance important to both an engineering test reactor and to the
DEMO. ‘Ibe magnetic configuration will most likely be a moderate-scale superconducting tokamak
with some advanced design features. The testing of these features will alIow their incorporation into
the DEMO design.
The concept-improvement facility will allow a major testof the most promising variation of the
magnetic field configuration selected from the more advancedtypes of tokamaks and alternate
concepts (e.g. stellamtors and reversed-field pinches). The decision to proceed at that time (about
2ooO)with the construction of the facility will depend on the projected improvement in reactor
-7-
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pcrfommnce compaxcd with that projcctcd from the tokamak design being tcstcd in the steady-state
device. If warranted, the concept-improvcmcnt facility could be extended to a Nl dcuterium-tritium
bum test and the DEMO could be delayed by about five yeax~to take advantage of the improvements.
If the DEMO construction wen: not delayed, the results of the improved confinement-concept test
could still form the basis of a second generation reactor.
B. Burning Plasma Experiment
The next step for fusion development is a burning plasma experiment in which the physics behavior
of self-heated plasmas will be studied and the production of substantial amounts of fusion power will
be demonstrated. Present fusion experiments will not elucidate the physics of plasma self-heating by
the alpha particles (helium-4) generated by fusion reactions. The attainment of this knowledge as
soon as possible is an important factor in optimiAng the fusion development program and confirming
the design and operating characteristicsof the ensuing stepsin the program. Scientific understanding
of the tokamak concept is sufficient at this time to allow commitment to a bumlng plasma experiment,
and the US fusion community has consistently recommended this as the next major fusion experiment
in this country.
The proposed ClT experiment is beiig designed to meet the goals of a burning plasma experiment.
The CIT objective is to demonstrate a high fusion power gain at reactor power densities while
producing more than 100 MW of fusion power. It will have sufficient fusion power gain and pulse
length (about 5 seconds) to extend the science of burning plasmas well beyond that possible in TFTR
and JET. It will determine the confinement physics, operational limits, and alpha-particle dynamics
in the self-heated regime. The ClT experiment will also demonstrate heating, fueling. and plasma
handling techniques necessaryto produce self-heated fusion plasmas. Results from the experiment
will be important for efficiently achieving full operation of a larger, more complex engineering test
reactor.
The national scope of the CIT project and the significance of its mission will make it an important
element for maintaining a strong US program during the next decade of extensive international
collaboration. With appropriate funding and management, CIT will be avchicle formeanin~
industrial involvement, a step towards ensuring that this nation benefits from the world-wide effort to
develop fusion.
C. Engineering Test Reactor
The engineering test reactor and its supporting R&D will provide the capability to demonstrate the
integration of a fusion buming plasma core and the nuclear technologies RX@& to bnzedbitium and
handle the neutrons and heat from a repetitive-long-pulse or steady-stateburning plasma operation. It
will be the first device in which the intensity and duration of the fusion-produced neutron flux will be
in a reactor nzlevant regime. Such an experimental reactor is an important stepbetween a burning
plasma experiment and a DEMO. ‘Ihe program for this f&ility permits an assessmentof engineering,
cost, and maintenance issuesessentialto the design and operation of a fusion power demonstration
facility.
The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), which will have a completed
conceptual design by the end of 1990, is intended to serve as the world’s fusion engineering test
reactor. It is being designed to produce at least 1,000 megawatts of fusion power. It has a large size
to ensure high fusion power gain and long pulse length. Two operating phases m lanned. The
first phase will focus on the physics of high-fusion-power-gajn plasmas with pulse Pengths greater
than 200 seconds. The second phase will focus on technology testing of systemsto breed hitium,
extract heat, etc. This phase requires high-duty-factor operation with much longer pulses. ‘I%!
ultimate goal is steady-stateoperation but at lower fusion power gains.
The confluence of two factors provides a unique opportunity for the US to commit to the I’IER
en&m@
design activity. Fa a consensusexists in the world fusion community that an
engineering test reactor is needed, and as the ITEEZconceptual design activity comes to completion, a
tztmsensus is building that the engineering design activity of lTER should be initiated and be aimed
- toward instruction c__Second, the lTER process has been developed through unique political
-8-

leadership at the Summit level. If the US delays its commitment too long, the opportunity could be
lost. Making such a commitment will be an important step in implementing the strategy advocated in
this plan.
As already noted, strong involvement by US industry in the ITER process is an important step in
preparation for the design and construction of a DEMO. Of course, if the US were to fund ITER
unilaterally, then the US would have more control over the scope, design, and schedule of the
project, and our industry would derive even greater benefit. Such an approach would require greater
total cost for the US; the strategy of relying on international collaboration for the engineering test
reactor step is advocated as the best balance between cost and benefit to the US.
D. Fusion Power Demonstration Facility
The fusion Rower demons&ion facility (DEMO) will be a prototype power pIant producing
significant amounts of electricity from fusion reactions for the first time. Reasonable tiiabilify and
availability will be important in this prototype for commercial power production Its purpose 1sto
provide the basis for the subsequent commercialization of fusion by the private sector. Although the
DEMO will not provide electricity at a cost that is competitive with existing power sources, such as
coal and fission, it will provide the data and experience necessaryto design a competitive plant The
DEMO will also demonstrate the safety and environmental features necessaryto establish licensing
procedures.
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III.

BUDGET SCHEDULE AND ASSUMPTIONS

.

A number of dctailcd studies have been pcrforrncd that indicate tbc approximate budgets and
schedulesnecessary to dcvclop fusion. They show that a fusion power demonstration facility can be
operational as eatiy as the first quancr of the 21st century, depending on the budgets available and the
timing of commitments to the ncedcd facilities, To meet a nominal 2020 operational date, the
approximate annual budgets need to bc increased to about $600 M per year by the mid-1990s.
~
Budgets remain at that level (in 1990 dollars) for about 10 years, until construction of the DEMO
starls as shown in Fig. 3.
I
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Fig. 3 (a). Budget profiles for the four elements shown in Fig. 2. (b) Evolution of
the major core program activities. The three devices described in Section IIA are
covered in the following budget categories: the 14-MeV source, the steady-state
program, and the concept improvement program.
The budget profiles in Fig. 3 are consistent with the schedule shown in Fig. 2. The pro’ ted cost,
from 1990 to DEMO operation, is about $18 billion in 1990 dollars. Iftbe approximate PC
y $11 billion
spent up through 1990 are added, the projection is less than the nominal 36 biion dollars estimated
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in 1976. The basis and assumptionsfor the major elements of this cost estimate are given below.
These estimates am preliminary and are expected to evolve as the elements are better defined.
The budget profile and schedule for the burning plasma experiment construction and operation shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 am the present estimates for CIT. The total construction cost is about $0.8 billion
(excluding preconstruction costs) in 1990 dollars. Some foreign contributions might be anticipated
but should not be depended on and arc not assumed here.
The capital cost for ITER is $4.9 billion (in 1989 dollars) according to the estimate given in the
October 1989 ITER Conceptual Design Report. Assuming that ITER is not sited in the US, and that
all four parties participate and sham the additional costs for design project management, R&D, and
diagnostics, the US would contribute an estimated $1.6 biion of the total construction costs.
The construction of the DEMO is estimated to be $4 biion (1990 dollars). This rough estimate
assumesthat cost-saving improvements will come from the core program as well as the R&D from
TIER The construction cost is assumedto be supplied by the government with the utility supplying
the developed site. A larger cost sharing by the utility would be desirable, but is not assumed here.
The three facilities identified in the core program are estimated to cost in the neighborhood of $0.3
billion each The funding is assumedto be supplied entirely by the US, but international
collaboration could & pursued, particularly with regard to the 14 MeV neutron source. Cost sharing
of both construction and operation is very appropriate for this user facility.
The essential task of educating the scientistsand engineers needed to implement this fusion plan will
largely be carried out in the core program, particula.rIy the core physics and core technology
components. While this need will persist, the profiles in Fig. 3 indicate that over the next decade the
funding going to industry should increase dramatically, including a significant fraction of the core
program and the majority of the program funding increase for ClT and TIER
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4. The power ratio Q* plotted in Fig. 1 is different from the usual power-gain ratio Q. The
denominator of Q* includes the self-heating from the fusion-produced alpha particles while the
denominator of Q is only the externally supplied heating power. ‘Ibe value of Q* is essentially
identical to Q for ratios less than 1 (breakeven). However, above breakeven, Q goes to infinity
as the plotted ratio Q* approaches5. Q* = Q/(l+Q/5). The plot gives a mote realistic
impression of the improved performance required to achieve high gain.
5.

A few moderate-scale facilities have been initiated during the past decade. For example the
Alcator C-Mod and MTX are devices that were initiated to study issuesimportant to next
generation tokamaks such as CIT. Other facilities were initiated to advance the understanding of
tomidal confinement conceptsthat have the potential of improved properties. These facilities
include PBX-M (advanced tokamak), ATF (stellarator), and CPRF (reversed-field pinch).

6. A “burning plasma” is one that is self heated significantly by the fusion process.
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7. The rquircd invcstmcnt dcpcnds upon the rate of groti for eIccticity demand. Assuming a
growth of 2% per annum (see Chap. 3 of Ref. 1) thcprcscnt US clcctrical capacity of 670 GW
would grow to 2200 GW by 2050, which would,cost $4.4 trillion to install for an cslimatcd $2
billion/GW. Thcsc assumedvalues for growlh and cost per GW arc rough cstimatcs,but the
conclusion drawn dccs not dcpcnd critically upon the values assumed within factors of 2.
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